Introduction
Aims:
• Generally -Mixing operational (process-algebraic) and declarative (logical) styles of specification, together with a refinement preorder ∼
• Specifically -Investigate how best to deal with inconsistencies arising when composing processes under conjunction ∧ Problem:
• ∧ cannot simply be taken as synchronous composition, and ∼ as the musttesting preorder or failures preorder ...
• ... because then the law p ∧ q ∼ r ⇐⇒ p ∼ r and q ∼ r would not hold (consider, e.g., a ∧ b ∼ 0 but a ∼ 0 and b ∼ 0)
Hence: Consider a ∧ b to be inconsistent, i.e., "a ∧ b = F (false)"
Conjunctive Composition, Intuitively
Like synchronous composition, but a composed state between two processes is marked as inconsistent (F ), if one process offers an action that the other cannot perform, or vice versa. 
b F a a
No propagation -While the environment can insist on a, the process can decide to choose the "good" one. Formally, p ∈ F if, for some initial action α of p:
Our Formal Setting: Logic LTS
Logic LTS P, −→, T, F for some fixed action universe A:
• F ⊆ P -"no behaviour"
• T ⊆ P -"arbitrary behaviour"
such that T ∩ F = ∅ and F is closed under backward propagation.
Naive consistency preorder F : p F q if p ∈ F =⇒ q ∈ F "An inconsistent specification may only be implemented in an inconsistent way."
Goal: Characterise the largest precongruence ∼ contained in F .
An Aside: Treating Divergence
If one is not careful, then divergence may hide inconsistency: It turns out that non-escapable divergence should be considered as inconsistency, i.e., p cannot stabilise =⇒ p ∈ F .
Ready-Tree Semantics
Ready traces, i.e., checking the initial action set (ready set) of every stable state along each trace does not suffice: our propagation of inconsistencies is tree-like! Observations: An observation tree is a Logic LTS P, −→, T, ∅ such that
• V, −→ is a tree whose root is referred to as v 0
• V, −→ is deterministic in each action
• ∀v ∈ V. v is stable Note: In observation trees, v ∈ T indicates that the observation stops at v.
Ready Trees
An observation tree v 0 is a ready tree of p if there is a labelling h : V → P s.t.:
• ∀v ∈ V. h(v) stable and h(v) / ∈ F "observations are made in stable & consistent states"
"note: p may not be stable initially"
"ready sets must match"
Lemma: p has no ready trees ⇐⇒ p ∈ F
Examples of Ready Trees
Process p: "Action c only occurs after action a" 
